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Dear Reader,
This is the fourth exciting year of Festival Neue
Literatur, which brings six outstanding German-language writers who have not yet been translated into
English to the New York area over a long weekend in
February. Our goal is to light up the grayest season of
the year with an explosion of the hottest new writing
we can find.
This year’s Festival books, representing Austria, Germany, and Switzerland, range from the postmodern
satirical dystopia to the wistful travelogue, from finely
chiseled psychological portraits of lives in decline to
a snarky account of the down-and-out world of urban youth. In keeping with the Festival’s emphasis on
young writing, half of our authors this year are age
thirty or under. All of them—including Clemens Setz
and Cornelia Travnicek of Austria, Leif Randt and
Silke Scheuermann of Germany, and Tim Krohn and
Ulrike Ulrich of Switzerland—were selected for the
freshness of their voices and visions and the relevance
of their work in an international context. During the
Festival they will join U.S. authors Joshua Ferris and
Justin Taylor in a series of conversations and readings
across the city.
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Since one of the goals of the Festival is to present
the work of these authors to potential publishers of
their work in English, we have commissioned translations of excerpts of their work, which you will find in
the Festival Reader you now hold in your hands. Each
excerpt is preceded by a short summary of the book
and followed by biographies of the authors and translators.
We hope the vibrancy of the texts we have selected
for this year’s program will dazzle you and make you
smile amid the snowstorms.
			Sincerely,

		
Susan Bernofsky and Claudia Steinberg
		Co-curators
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TO THE SEA
ANS MEER
BY TIM KROHN

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Blinded by partial truths,
the characters in Tim Krohn’s heart-wrenching novel very nearly
destroy each other and themselves. To the Sea recounts the unraveling
and eventual reknitting of two families who shared a beach house
on the Baltic coast of Germany. The Bergströms and the Paulsens
were friends since their daughters were infants. The two girls, Anna
and Josefa, were inseparable until they were seventeen and Josefa’s
mother Margot tragically drowned, her death exposing the domestic
idyll as hollow at the core.
Each chapter is told from a different perspective and with these
shifts in focus, Krohn reveals how deeply the characters’ secrets
have colored their understanding of Margot’s death. To the Sea is an
intricate tale of emotional suspense, guilt, and atonement.

304 PAGES / GALIANI VERLAG / SEPTEMBER 2009

ANS MEER/TO THE SEA
BY TIM KROHN
TRANSLATED BY TESS LEWIS
PAGES 77-83
Josefa
Ever since Josefa had positively fled Lütjenburg at seventeen, she never
once considered returning to Germany. And yet, before her mother’s death,
she would not have traded places with anyone for anything in the world.
She loved her parents as extravagantly as she did Anna’s family. She loved
the sea and the wind that pursued her deep into the small town. She loved
the quirky little house on the coast. She loved her patched-up skiff, called
‘Florian’ for reasons long forgotten and, despite its age, one of the fastest in
the Hohwachter Bay. She especially loved going out on a Saturday morning
to check the rigging and polish the brightwork and scuffed metal fittings, as
if the ‘Florian’ were a full-blown yacht, while her father was busy sanding a
worm-eaten commode from the Napoleonic era in the garage he had turned
into a woodworking shop after his father’s death, all the while whistling unspeakably off-key tunes that he claimed were famous once, but that no one
ever recognized. Slowly, gradually, all the others trickled in (most of them
came by bicycle, only her mother drove the car over once in a while when
she was suffering from one of the headaches that in her family were considered inevitable and as common as the hiccups or a cold). Anna’s parents,
Pauline and Rüdiger, and her own, Margot and Lars, had been friends as
long as Joe could remember and naturally had shared the house by the sea
since Grandfather’s death. Anna and Joe grew up as if they each had four
parents instead of two and it was not unusual for Anna to ride out to Joe’s
parents’ house on her own.
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This is apparently what she had done on that Saturday before Ascension
Day. It was a typical late May morning. The air still had that early summer clarity, but the sun was already burning the nape of your neck by nine
o’clock. Joe loved that feeling and had quickly put her hair up in braids
before leaving the house to return some sheet music to her violin teacher.
When she went to pick Anna up so they could ride their bikes together to
the beach, Rüdiger was the only one home at the Paulsen’s house. He was
standing at his lab table in a white lab coat studying the day’s catch as he
usually did at that time of day. He was a food chemist and, just like having
the sun beat down on the back of her neck, one of Joe’s favorite parts of
the day was scooting herself up onto the tiled counter and dangling her legs
as she watched Rüdiger work and nibbled on the raw herring that you could
not find more freshly caught anywhere else. They always flirted a little,
too, but it did not mean much. Since Anna and Joe had developed breasts,
they flirted with all men over thirty because they were as well behaved as
Shetland ponies and ideal guinea pigs. That morning, Joe spread it on a bit
thicker than usual because it was the day of the Hohwachter regatta and
she was recruiting spectators to cheer for her and Lars. Rüdiger played
coy, certain commissions could not wait (he worked independently and
had taken over half of the ground floor of their single family home for his
laboratory), but he finally let her talk him into coming. She gobbled up one
last piece of herring, slid down from the counter, and jumped right on her
bicycle to follow Anna to the bay.
Joe could hardly wait to see her, because there was a boy to gossip about.
She had learned from her violin teacher that Jens (the violin teacher’s
nephew) was also sailing in the regatta and on the one hand Joe was looking
forward to beating him, but on the other, she did not want to ruin things
with him. Even though she had already decided he was too young for her
(he was nineteen, a tow-headed giant with freckles who had just graduated
and planned on going to Kiel to study Sport Management after the summer
vacation), she still enjoyed having him pay attention to her and did not want
to gamble frivolously with his admiration.
But when Joe got to the house, Anna’s bike was not there. She called her
to no avail. The girls shared a bedroom and when Josefa went upstairs to
change into her bathing suit, she was surprised to see that Anna’s bed was
unmade, as if she had slept there. On top of that, she had left her clothing strewn about the floor, as if she could not wait to get undressed and lie
out in the sun (she rarely went into the water, whereas Josefa always rushed
right in or out onto her boat).
As she got undressed, Joe heard her parents’ voices downstairs. “Have you
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seen Anna?” she called as she ran out of the room and down the stairs.
Lars was standing at the kitchen sink cleaning mussels while Margot leaned
against the table in an odd stance—although she was speaking to Lars, she
kept her back to him. Both of them wore bathing suits. Joe’s father had
thrown on a T-shirt, but inside out, with the seams showing. Neither he
nor Margot seemed to notice Josefa standing in the doorway.
“She was practically naked, Lars,” Margot had just stated. She said it softly
and pointedly, pressing her palms down on the table. “Where the hell do
you see room for “discretionary judgment” in that?”
Joe’s father worked a shred of seaweed out of a mussel as if nothing in the
world were more important, then dropped it into the colander with the others and mumbled, “It’s true she was naked, but still, it wasn’t anything.”
“It doesn’t make the slightest bit of difference whether it was anything or
not,” Margot threw back at him before he had even gotten to the last syllable and finally turned around abruptly. For an instant, Joe was right in her
line of sight, but her mother still did not notice her. Margot stared in disbelief as Lars kept on cleaning the mussels, then said as if she were speaking
to a child, “Lars, you are endangering everything. You are endangering
everything because of a stupid little…” Instead of finishing, she grabbed
her forehead. Joe remembered Margot had complained of a headache at
breakfast. “I do not want everything destroyed by a stupid mistake, do you
understand?” Margot managed to finish her sentence after all. Joe suddenly
realized her father might have had an affair. But the thought so horrified her, that she immediately pushed it away. Her parents were a happy
couple. Joe had never heard them argue seriously, she must certainly have
misheard—and anyway, she was so offended that they had simply looked
through her, that she did not feel like having anything to do with either of
them.
“Have you seen Anna?” Joe asked again, and God knows she did not ask
quietly. But it was incredible, they still ignored her!
“Lars, I’m talking to you,” Margot said instead of answering Joe. She stared
at him, her eyes filled with more despair than rage.
“And I’m talking to both of you,” Joe interrupted, stunned. “Hello! I want
to know if either of you has seen Anna!”
“Later, Joe,” Lars said as if he were talking to a whiny little girl, then went
back to cleaning the mussels. “Did you not hear me? Go now,” he repeated
when she did not leave right away and he quickly glanced at her.
Joe lost her temper. “I just wanted to know where Anna’s got to,” she
yelled at them, then spun around and slammed the door behind her.
As she stomped outside in a rage, she realized that Anna must have stum-
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bled into the argument just as she had and then slipped off somewhere.
That would have been the most reasonable thing to do. She decided to
clear the ‘Florian’ and was more than a little surprised to see her skiff floating on the choppy water unmoored and with its sails half derigged. “Who
didn’t tie up the ‘Florian’?” she yelled back towards the house. “Have you all
gone crazy?”
Joe waded right out to tie up the skiff and de-rig it. The water was colder
than she had expected. The onshore winds seemed to have pushed the
warmer layers out of the bay overnight. One of the lines was worn and
need to be replaced with a longer one. She was working it out of the grommet, when she heard Margot’s voice. A moment later, Margot came down
to the bay. Now she just looked exhausted. Margot stood right next to the
‘Florian’ for a few minutes and looked out over the sea, but she still gave no
sign of noticing her daughter.
“You usually never fight,” Joe said when she could not bear the silence any
longer and noticed for the first time that she was crying. She irritably wiped
her face with the back of her hand. Her mother still did not answer. Only
when Joe asked, “Are you going to get divorced?” did Margot show any
reaction.
“Nonsense,” she said without turning her head. Sunlight glittered blindingly on the waves. Margot was squinting in the light and she grabbed her
forehead again briefly before saying, “I’m going for a swim.”
“The water’s freezing,” Joe said. “It’s not even 50 degrees.” But Margot
was already wading out into the water. She did not seem to feel the cold.
“I’m coming with you,” Joe shouted after her, “just give me a second to
replace the line.”
She ran to the garage to get a new one. Her father, in the meantime, had
begun loading several pieces of restored furniture into the SUV.
“Leave the boat for now,” he said, “we’ll do it when I get back.”
Suddenly everything seemed to be as it was before—Joe only needed to exchange a few words with Lars, something about the regatta or the wind, and
she would be daddy’s little girl again, and it would be one of those Saturdays
she so loved.
But it did not work out that way. She did not say a word, she couldn’t even
force herself to look at him. She silently picked up the line and returned to
the skiff.
“Joe,” Lars called after her, “Josefa!” But she paid no attention to him.
Margot had swum out quite a distance. The mist and the sunlight’s reflection on the waves made her silhouette hazy, hiding her completely at times.
Joe threaded the new line into the grommets, wound up the old one, then
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hopped over the side into the water, barely knee-deep at that spot, and
waded out. She paused after a few steps to get used to the cold and look
for her mother. Joe was astonished to realize that she had lost sight of her.
She was certain that the light was playing tricks on her or that her mother
had simply ducked under water and would soon be visible again. Joe felt
her calves stiffen in the icy water and the cold drain the feeling from her
legs. At that temperature, you cannot stay under for long. Joe concluded
that the reflections on the water were not hiding her mother. The boats out
on the bay disappeared only briefly in the glittering waves. Margot, however, did not resurface at all.
“Mama?” Josefa said, bewildered, yet she needed a few more seconds to
realize that her mother had drowned in the bay. “Mama!” she screamed
and ran out towards the deep water to swim after her, but realized she had
completely lost track of her mother and had no idea in which direction she
had swum. Joe knew she had to go get help, but even now could not bring
herself to call for Lars. Instead, she just kept yelling for her mother until
she finally noticed that her father had run into the waves and was swimming
randomly out into the bay. In a brief moment of clarity, she decided to
wade back to shore and get the skiff. They could not save Margot without
the boat, but somehow Joe seemed to have rigged the line wrong, in any
case, the main sail was hopelessly jammed when she tried to hoist it, and
rather than rushing out to help her mother, she simply bobbed up and
down, two meters from shore, yanking mindlessly on the lines and shrouds,
screaming and screaming.
She kept this up for several minutes perhaps, or maybe for several hours.
Eventually the coast guard appeared, and the nearby boats joined in the
search. Then Anna’s father arrived. He dragged the skiff to land, lifted
Joe out of it, wrapped her in a thermal blanket, and sat with her on shore.
They sat like that the entire day, while hundreds of boats searched the bay,
Rüdiger—still in his lab coat—kept his arm firmly around Josefa’s shoulders, shivering even more than she and unable to bring out a single coherent
sentence. Anna’s at home, he said when Joe asked where she was. She had
vomited when she heard about the accident, and so Pauline had stayed at
home with her. When night fell, Rüdiger put Josefa in his car and drove her
to be with Anna—Joe resisted, she wanted to stay until Margot was found,
but when he picked her up, she was too exhausted too break his grip—then
he drove back to the bay so he could finally join in the search. Joe spent
the entire night at the foot of Anna’s bed, while Anna, with her knees
drawn up, crouched rather than sat at the other end of the bed and sobbed
continuously. Occasionally one or the other girl would doze off, but soon
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started awake and needed a moment to understand what had happened.
Joe talked almost without stopping. In the meantime she had concluded
that Margot had committed suicide after Lars cheated on her. And as if
her mother’s death were not incomprehensible enough, Joe’s rage that her
father, of all people, was responsible hit her again and again with a stabbing pain: her father, whom she had loved more than anything in the world
and who had never once caused her the slightest pain. She had idolized
him—goodness, everyone had idolized him, everyone! But he had belonged
only to her, with him she conquered the world. Ever since she was little,
they had been a team who out-sailed all the others and when women followed him with their eyes (because he was, naturally, the handsomest man
in the world with his eternal three-day beard and his nonchalant good looks,
furthermore he was often mistaken for an actor), she paraded at his side like
a princess.
That he had had an affair—she no longer had any doubt that the conversation she had overheard was about an affair—was completely inconceivable
to her. Numb with exhaustion and pain, she flayed him that night with a
seventeen-year-old’s merciless sense of justice. What had gotten into him?
He had a daughter who loved him above all else. He had a wife. He was
passionate about his antiques dealership and sailing… Whatever temptations the world might offer him, he had no right to desire more than he
had—and that he had cheated on Margot so shamelessly was the worst of
it all. She had heard Margot accuse him of ruining everything and God
knows he had. He had raged through Joe’s life like a hurricane and so thoroughly ravaged it, that she could never, ever forgive him.
That night, Josefa wondered only fleetingly who the other woman might
have been with whom he had betrayed her and her mother (“with whom he
betrayed us,” she had in fact thought). Much more serious than the affair,
in any case, was the fact that her father had destroyed all the trust she had
in him—and her mother’s trust in him must have been as boundless as her
own, if she had not even wanted to live any longer.
Joe knew as well as anyone who had grown up on this coast that if her
mother had not drowned, she would have died of hypothermia after an
hour. The thought that her mother might have deliberately chosen to die
had already occurred to her when she was still sitting with Rüdiger on the
shore, waiting for the body to be found, and she did not let anyone talk her
out of it, not on the beach, nor later with Anna (it was one of the few times
Anna spoke at all—most of the time Anna wept silently and Joe could not
tell if Anna was even listening to her). No, her mother had been an experienced swimmer. She knew exactly what she was doing when she swam out
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so far in the frigid water.
When Anna finally spoke again, it was very abruptly. “Don’t you think
he feels as desperate as you do?” she asked Joe at one point out of the
blue—even while speaking Anna sobbed uncontrollably, Joe had long since
overcome her tears, the muscles of her face were stiff and ached—“Don’t
you think he needs you?” It took Joe a second to figure out who Anna
was talking about and even then she did not answer. She had reached her
judgment well before this moment. The only thing she was trying to figure
out, was how she could avoid seeing him again, how to keep him from ever
getting near her.
Around seven the next morning, Rüdiger called and told them that Margot’s
body had been found. The tide had washed her body ashore near the Hohwachter Sailing School dock. Then Lars got on the telephone and asked to
speak with Joe, but she refused to take the receiver.
Joe had decided, even before Rüdiger telephoned, that she would leave the
area, but did not yet know where she wanted to go. Everything that was
meaningful to her was in Lütjenburg. She had never considered leaving.
Anna was the one who had longed to see distant places. When they had
leafed through glossy magazines on rainy Sundays, dreaming of adventures
in the South Sea or in cosmopolitan cities, Joe had only played along because she was good-natured and bored. Most recently—a few weeks before
the tragedy—Anna had raved about the film festival in Cannes, about all the
perfect, clever people there who played so brilliantly to the gallery.
That night Joe reminded Anna of their conversation. She wanted to start
a new life with her in Cannes. “Together, the two of us,” Joe said, “we can
handle anything.” But Anna was not about to quit school and leave her parents. She tried to talk Joe out of it, but Joe had gotten so caught up in the
idea, that the next morning, after Rüdiger’s phone call, she packed her bag
while Anna was in the shower. Then she ran to the bank to clean out her
account (the bank tellers knew her and did not ask for an ID), and hitchhiked south without any documents.
The trip was meant to be liberating, but inside she still felt as trapped as she
had on that night. Over the next few months, Joe barely registered anything
that happened. She crossed the Swiss border without any difficulty and
kept on towards Bellinzona where she met a good-looking auto mechanic
who owned a small yacht on Lake Maggiore and let her sail it. She stayed
and started working off the books in his garage. Livio, who had the suntan,
designer stubble, and flair of a movie star, was also the first man she slept
with. She never spoke about her past and tried not to think about it, yet she
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could not escape. Once, two months after Margot’s death, Joe called Anna
and tried to talk her into coming south. She raved about the climate in
Ticino and Italian-speaking men. For her part, Anna tried convince Joe to
come home. She told Joe she could live with the Paulsens and, yes, Rüdiger
had already arranged everything so that Joe could be reintegrated into the
class and take the Abitur exams at the same time as Anna. But Joe would
not even discuss it. “If you don’t want to come here, then at least go get
my passport from my father,” she asked. Joe gave her a “general delivery”
address, because she did not put it past Anna to set Lars or Rüdiger on her
trail. Joe told Anna as much and threatened to kill her if she tried.
“Your father is in no condition to set out after you,” Anna said. “He’s doing his best to drink himself to death.”
Still, Anna sent Joe her passport and a month later, Joe did in fact receive a
letter from a German notary informing her of Lars’ death and requesting
her presence at the reading of the will. She had turned eighteen and in the
meantime and was presumably the sole heir, but she ignored the invitation.
Joe had spent every free minute that summer out on the water, but September had come and gone and Livio had put the yacht in dry dock so it
could be overhauled and in storage for the winter. Perhaps she had already
entertained the thought of returning home (she missed the “Florian”
deeply), but for a few days she had known she was pregnant and this new
life seemed to her to be a sign. It was never a secret that Livio already had
a wife and children and of course he did not want Joe to compromise him.
In any case, she had already decided she would not let her child grow up
speaking a foreign language and since Livio had many relatives in Germanspeaking Switzerland and offered to find her work—on the condition that
she never contact him again—she moved to Zürich and got a job in a car
rental agency.
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Tim Krohn was born in 1965 in Wiedenbrück (Germany) and raised in
Glarus (Switzerland). Now based in Zurich, the author has been awarded
numerous prizes and a variety of scholarships. Since his debut as a novelist
in 1998, he has become well known as a popular writer in the Germanspeaking world. His creative activities include theater pieces, audio books,
and films. Krohn’s last novel, Vrenelis Gärtli, was a bestseller.

Tess Lewis

Tess Lewis’s translations from French and German include works by Peter
Handke, Lukas Bärfuss, Alois Hotschnig, Julya Rabinowich, Philippe Jaccottet, Jean-Luc Benoziglio, and Pascale Brückner. She has been awarded
a PEN Translation Fund grant and an NEA Translation Fellowship. She
also serves as an advisory editor for The Hudson Review and writes essays on
European literature for numerous journals and newspapers, including The
Wall Street Journal, The New Criterion, The Hudson Review, World Literature Today,
The American Scholar, and Bookforum.
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SHIMMERING HAZE OVER
COBYCOUNTY
SCHIMMERNDER DUNST ÜBER
COBYCOUNTY

The utopian community in Leif Randt’s understated satire of the
leisure class, Shimmering Haze Over CobyCounty, seems too good to be
true and is little short of a trendy lifestyle magazine come to life:
the coastal landscape is lovely, the well-educated, well-paid, cosmopolitan residents pursue careers in the arts, design, management,
and high-concept gastronomy. Created and supported by the founders of a cosmetic company, it is a community dedicated to surfaces,
comfort, wellness, creativity, and marketing. One of the public art
installations, for example, is a giant shampoo bottle. Self-realization
would be part of this ideal, if only the residents had a sufficient
sense of self.
Leif Randt’s novel is a send-up of a certain social caste that can be
found in almost any cosmopolitan city, whether among the young
“artists” of Prenzlauer Berg or the hipsters of Brooklyn. Its prevailing tone of pervasive, but lightly worn irony will strike many as
familiar, if not appealing. The concept is intriguing: What would it
be like to live in a completely marketed and marketable world?

224 PAGES / BERLIN VERLAG / AUGUST 2011

SCHIMMERNDER DUNST ÜBER COBYCOUNTY/SHIMMERING
HAZE OVER COBYCOUNTY
BY LEIF RANDT
TRANSLATED BY TESS LEWIS
PAGES 180-191
“First of all, I won’t leave this city again,” Wesley says, his hair blowing in
the wind, and Frank, who had thrown on Wesley’s college jacket, nodded
wide-eyed. We’re standing on the boardwalk, two new couples, Carla Two
next to me. She was glad to meet Wesley. After all, I had told her a few
things about him already, especially from years ago, but also that he had recently traveled around the United States just as she had once, but probably
with different results. Carla Two bites into a waffle dusted with powdered
sugar. It feels like she eats all day long. It’s amazing that you still can’t feel
one extra gram of fat on her body. She’s got a fantastic metabolism and
could have been an excellent athlete, but opted for her critical consciousness instead, for never saying one word too many, and for playing the keyboard. About Frank, she knows I think he’s a pretty inadequate boyfriend
for Wesley and that I don’t have a problem with that any more. I listen to
the three of them talk. They exchange opinions on a high level, it seems to
me, about the present, about the mood on the streets, about how it all feels
oppressive at the moment because of the rapidly moving clouds, the heavy
rain, and the worries of the sometimes inane tourists. I’m surprised when
Carla Two uses the word inane, on one hand because it’s a word that seems
to have migrated in a very short time from me to her and on the other
because it doesn’t bother me at all when she uses this word to describe our
attractive tourists. Also, I don’t even find it dangerous, even though I know
it’s always dangerous to label an entire group of people with a single word.
With the tips of his sneakers, Frank draws half circles in the damp sand that
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has settled onto the boardwalk. He looks shy, as if he were afraid of Carla
Two, standing so tall and gorgeous next to me with her sugar-coated waffle.
His eyes on the ground, Frank says, as if speaking to himself, “I haven’t
lived here as long as you all have, but I feel like I’ve really adapted to your
city. I don’t know how it is with you, but precisely because all these people
are rushing out of CobyCounty like lunatics, I definitely want to stay.” At
this moment, Frank seems utterly sincere. I find it hard to summon my dislike for him. Wesley takes hold of his right hand. In response, Carla Two
takes a hold of mine. And so, holding hands, we stand across from each
other, each pair looking into the other’s eyes. A few of the tourists wandering along the boardwalk with ice cream cones look at us. We probably look
a little quaint, if not religious, to them. Suddenly, Frank grabs Carla Two’s
hand. Surprised, she looks at me and when Wesley reaches for my hand, I
shake my head.
We split up at the crêpe stand. Frank gives the baker instructions. He
knows a special recipe and wants us to know he does. Carla Two says
goodbye to him and then to Wesley. “See you soon,” she says and sounds
downright friendly. I give Frank and Wesley hugs as if they were two of my
clients, in my new, hearty manner, which by this time is no longer all that
new. “See you in the storm,” Franks says and smiles. Wesley doesn’t say
anything.
As Carla Two and I walk down the boardwalk, only the most observant
passersby would notice that we’re two kids from CobyCounty who sleep
together regularly. We don’t touch once the whole way, probably because
the demonstrative bit of handholding on the damp boardwalk left us a little
unsettled. Carla Two points out that we could have made a “neo-spiritualist
circle” with the gesture.
“I’d been worried about something like that,” I say. And because she catches the very slight tremor in my voice, she puts her arm around my waist.
“Don’t worry there’s much worse. Those nervous Germans over there, for
example…” She points at two lanky guys who are probably younger than
twenty-three, carrying fancy travelling bags over their shoulders and waving
down taxis with their free hands. “I really don’t set much store by such people any more,” she adds, a shade too harshly, probably because she secretly
finds these thin guys sexy. More softly she says, “I’m not leaving this place.
Whatever happens.”
Calvin Van Persy seems not to have told Mattis Klark that he had advised
me to go on a trip, because Klark has taken it for granted that I am sitting
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in my apartment in CobyCounty worrying about the approaching squall line.
In a mild voice, he leaves a short message offering me shelter in his house.
“The suburbs are probably not the safest place in the world, but they’re
definitely safer than the city center! I’d be delighted to see you.” I thank
him stiffly with the cool reproof that I’m a CobyCounty boy and will always
be one.
The actual evacuation is completed in less than eight hours on the day
before the storm was forecast to hit. The new government’s department of
security chose a radical means of communication: only one announcement
is posted on all the screens and it concerns the immediate evacuation along
with general instructions about which documents are important and how
to protect your possessions. I check every possible website or channel, but
they all show the exact same information.
Three-dozen shuttle buses drive from one station to the next and then
out of town. At each bus stop, residents stand next to duffel bags and
wheeled suitcases, with backpacks on their backs and canvas bags in their
hands. The baggage you can take is limited and space in the vault of the
city’s archives has been allotted to those residents who don’t have their own
safe in which to store their external hard drives. There’s a lot of laughing
at the bus stops. Passing by, I overhear nervous jokes, running gags I can’t
always figure out, but mostly self-deprecating comments about our state of
emergency which is being repositioned, and not just by older folks, as a kind
of bonus holiday.
I don’t answer three calls from my mother. I’d already repeated myself in
our last two conversations. “You’re not going to change my mind,” I said
each time and because that’s how I want to keep it, I simply don’t take her
calls anymore. Even her messages don’t last long on my screen. I delete
them right away. But when I get a message from Tom O’Brian, I read it
carefully. His first in seven years says:
“Wimboy, I’m worried, too. But if you think taking this risk is the right
thing to do, then stay. Go to the hotel tower, if worst comes to worst.
There’s no safer place than in our suite!”
On the next day, as the last buses drive away around six o’clock in the
morning, you can’t see the sun anymore. The city looks like a ghost town
but Carla Two and I have invited every one we think might also be staying
behind. On our list, along with her closest friends, are a few of my former
clients and five of my former classmates. No one answered the group
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email. We only knew for certain that Wesley and Frank would come.
In the basement below the suites is the O’Brian Tower Hotel bistro. Colleagues and friends of the house eat breakfast here in the winter and the
regular guests can order small snacks off hours. We stirred up two pots
of fish stew, laid out some baguettes and chilled drinks for at least twenty
guests. A square window gives us a view of the sea. The four of us will
spend the first few hours, assuming others will join us later and I try not see
our little buffet as a pathetic reaction to fear. That’s also why we’re dressed
in loud colors, so we won’t seem anxious, so that we can stand optimistically, as it were, among the others. We figured that most of the others would
show up in evening dress. Still, almost no one has come. Frank is wearing a
glaringly blue polo shirt and Wesley has even got on some kind of Hawaiian
shirt. Basically, we look like we come from a completely different milieu, as
if, for example, we were already over thirty and standing around a backyard
grill drinking beer. We’re radiating some serious desperation, but when I
look at the others, they seem to feel it, too, and that makes things easier. It
almost makes everything alright again. I grin and Wesley grins back, but I
know we’re just smiling past each another.
He is the last one still making a phone call. He’s talking to his mother and
seems to be concentrating hard. He uses words like ‘energy,’ ‘future,’ and
‘strength.’ After he hangs up, he tells us that his ‘Mum’ is firmly convinced
nothing will happen to us.
At first I want to stay quiet, but then I say it anyway: “Unfortunately, I’m
not sure that’s a good omen.” I don’t say it very loud, but no one says a
word after that.
The big blast is forecast to hit at two in the morning. There won’t be any
live TV coverage. Only a few webcams have been set up and presumably
a blogger or two have stayed in their apartments to sit at the window and
post exclusive reports. None of us is planning on following any webcams
or blogs. We’ve even turned off our phones so that we won’t get any more
worried calls. If the predictions are correct, the mobile network will go
down anyway. One article claimed that after the storm, it wouldn’t even be
possible to send emails, but that was disputed.
At first I thought I probably wouldn’t drink a thing on this night, but that
didn’t last long. Besides, mixing strong Rum and Cokes suits our colorful
outfits. We stand around the room with drinks in hand, caught up in ourselves, almost autarkic. We have turned off all the lights so that we won’t
see ourselves mirrored in the picture window. We look outside.
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At one thirty we hear the distant sound of thunder. It gets louder by the
minute. In the sheet lightning, our faces look festive, even Frank’s. All
eyes are on the ocean. We can see the dark mass of clouds growing more
and more massive as if it were rearing up. Only Wesley is not looking out
the window the whole time. He keeps glancing over at me. He looks paler
than usual, but I can’t see any fear in his eyes. On the contrary, they have
an almost euphoric gleam that makes him look much older. I nod at him
gravely and it gets very dark. Only when a powerful lightning flash lights
up the room does he nod back. Frank rushes to his side. The two of them
hold each other in their arms, the way people usually do when one wants
to show the other he needs him. After glancing over at Wesley and Frank,
Carla Two and I silently agree that we don’t want to hold each other in our
arms, not yet.
For a long time there hasn’t been a sound in the building. All the windows
are closed and the wind can’t get in. When one of the bottles suddenly
breaks, it doesn’t shatter because of the storm. It was just set down too
close to the edge of the table, probably by Frank, but it could also have
been me. While the thunder rolls steadily, I get a dustpan from the kitchen
and sweep up the shards. Carla Two crouches down next to me and puts
her hand on my back. She doesn’t caress me, her hand just rests there, like
the hand of an old friend. I press my dry lips to her cheek and she closes
her eyes to show me she enjoys it. The other two aren’t watching us. They
stand there, a pair sharply defined against the window overlooking the sea,
like two entwined stage props.
“Don’t you think it sounds quieter?” Frank suddenly calls out and I realize
that there hasn’t, in fact, been any sheet lightning for a while now. The sky
is still rumbling, but it is not getting any louder. I stand up and hold the full
dustpan out in front of me. Wesley crosses his arms.
The wind dies down around three o’clock. The thick clouds seem to be
clearing, although it hasn’t even started to rain yet. The only moisture that
has hit our window seems to have been blown off the waves, but there’s
not even much wind anymore. Wesley is the first to go outside. Frank calls
after him, telling him he should wait and be careful, but Wesley is already
standing in the street with his arms raised: “It’s clearing!” We follow him
out. Old paper, cardboard, and plastic wrap have been blown out of the
garbage cans. It looks like there had been a small private fireworks display
at the foot of the hotel tower. I look down the street. Two young men
stand in front of their house and laugh. They wave and give us a thumbs
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up. We yell that they should join us. We have enough fish stew and enough
to drink, after all, but the two of them don’t seem to want to hear and go
back inside.
“I think the storm has passed us by,” Carla Two says quietly and for a
second I think she can only mean this metaphorically. When I tell her, she
puts both hands on my head and says, “I think you should head back to the
office soon!” She smiles and I notice that she is also very drunk. Back in
the basement bistro, we pick a few shrimp out of the soup pots. We put
champagne glasses out and leave the door open, but there’s no one out
on the street who could come in. Welsey holds back on the champagne.
There’s no stopping the rest of us.
When Carla Two and I throw up in tandem in different bathrooms, daybreak is long past.
The next day we don’t actually know if the mobile network ever went down.
In any case, now that we’ve turned our phones back on, we can receive calls
and messages without any problem.
“Really,” I tell my mother, “we’re all doing well. Very well, in fact. And
there’s hardly been any damage.” I run my hand through my hair because
my headache is stunning and I hear my mother breathe a deep sigh. She
tells me that Peter Stanton has posted a speech for those “in exile,” as the
suburbs have been ironically renamed. “He wants to organize a fireworks
display as soon as all the residents are back in the city. It will be the most
beautiful spring finale of all time!”
I ask if Peter Stanton will be mayor again and, after a short pause, my
mother says, “Sooner or later, certainly!”
Tom O’Brian sends his best. I hear him say that I should put a pitcher of
vodka and apple juice on ice. I briefly think that he should chuckle like
a buddy after this remark, but then it occurs to me that it’s my dad who
should be the one joking around with me like that, not Tom O’Brian. When
my mother hangs up, I ask myself if the tourists who had cut their vacations short as soon as the weather became seriously threatening will come
back too. According to the calendar, we still have six weeks of spring left.
I imagine crowded express trains and overbooked flights, hectic days during
which talented freelancers stream into our city by the hour and make our
spring a new highpoint, a proper one for the first time. In a minute I’ll call
Wesley on his cell phone to motivate him for the next few weeks, to talk
him and myself into believing that this tourist season is not yet done with.
But I put my phone down again instead.
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I’ve put on a striped T-Shirt and shorts of a single color and I’m leaning
against Carla Two as we walk along the beach. The weather has suddenly
turned hot. We have our arms around each other’s waists and are both
sweating. There is hardly any noise from the surf. The sea is calm and
peaceful. Usually tourists and locals would be swimming together at this
time of day. But with today’s weather, there would have been advisories
against swimming in any case. The haze is much too thick. And even if
the haze seems to be lifting and the sun about to break through, you still
wouldn’t be able to locate swimmers and could end up with the first drownings in the history of CobyCounty.
“Do you remember how it felt, being home alone?” Carla Two asks.
“Yes, I remember it clearly. And I often regret that you can’t recapture that
feeling once you have your own apartment.”
“I think that feeling came back a bit with the storm.”
We nod and fall silent. No one is walking toward us, no one is walking
behind us. All there is to see is wet sand. At one point we pass a shuttered soft serve ice cream stand, at another we both breathe in deeply. The
almost wordless mutual understanding between Carla Two and me reminds
me of the text-based understanding I’d had with Carla One in our early
emails. At least, it’s the assumption of an understanding, even if it’s only a
matter of time before it falls apart. And yet, when I see Carla Two’s cool,
business-like profile, I have the feeling that there’s nothing to fear. We are
walking along a solid beach on a hazy afternoon and soon it will be evening.
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motif of Silke Scheuermann’s third novel. Constructed as nine stories told from the perspectives of different protagonists, the author
turns a street in a fictitious Frankfurt suburb into a microcosm of
ambition, success, and despair. Two figures dominate the fractured
narrative that spans a decade: the perfectionist, fragile Luisa, an art
historian, and Dorothee, who has become a drinker after losing her
husband. However dysfunctional, she is at least in touch with her
emotions and the only one presented in the immediacy of the first
person.
In this alienated world, dogs play a prominent role as alter egos and
enviously authentic creatures. In spite of their status obsessions,
the people who live on Kuhlmühlgraben all experience brief, elated
flashes of pure presence. It is in these rare moments that this satirical writer opens a tiny window of self-reliant happiness.
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Madonna in the Meadow
The winter had been endless and dark; it had snowed several times in April,
and May brought nighttime frost and storms. Even June had been chilly and
wet, but then, finally, in the space of only a few days, summer arrived. July
was suddenly hot and glaringly bright, the sun making each day a celebration. Thunderstorms might erupt during the night, but in the morning the
sky would glow a fresh, pale blue; birds chirped and hopped about in the
damp twigs; and the meadows that lay beyond their suburb glittered wet
with dew.
The last street that still belonged to their suburb on its eastern edge was
called Am Kuhlmühlgraben. It consisted of a long row of one-family
houses. In the third of them, the white house with the newly planted frontyard garden, the shutters went up at exactly seven o’clock in the morning,
even though it was Sunday. Luisa was making her rounds, and she always
started with the living room windows that faced the garden. Benno, her
mixed-breed dog ran expectantly along behind her. Yellowish-brown except
for a few black spots, he was practically full-grown at one year old. That’s
how long Luisa and Christopher had been living here.
“In front of the house it’s city, and behind it the countryside begins; we’ll
have both,” Luisa had said, delighted, when they went for the first time to
look at the house Christopher had inherited from his grandmother – which
he would have liked above all to sell immediately. It hadn’t taken her long
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to convince him that it was just the right house for them. It wasn’t far
from downtown and the more lively parts of Frankfurt, like Bornheim or
Nordend where they used to live in much-too-tight rented apartments in old
buildings.
Opening the terrace door, Luisa breathed in the fresh air, the smell of grass
and damp, musty soil. There were sounds coming from the house next door.
Life on Kuhlmühlgraben began early. It wasn’t so much because of young
children – there weren’t many here – it was the dogs who determined the
day’s rhythm. They guarded the properties and filled up the empty spaces in
a home after the family’s children moved out. For the younger couples who
weren’t sure they wanted a baby, they served as test animals, as guinea pigs.
They compelled stressed-out, mid-forties types to go jogging regularly or at
least to go out for walks – Luisa had been told this and a lot of other things
by people who had dogs.
But what she noticed right away was the many purebred dogs living on
Kuhlmühlgraben. There were two Dalmatians, one greyhound, one St. Bernard, one Royal Poodle, two Chows, and one eighteen-year-old, half-blindand-deaf Pekingese who ate only calves liverwurst now. Out in front the
residents showed off with their cars, in the back with their dogs – that was
the nature of this street. And Luisa and Christopher liked this ambitiousness – after all they too wanted to come up in the world.
After a long time in front of the mirror, Luisa went to make coffee. She’d
always been somewhat vain, and her vanity had been prodded recently when
a workman told her she was a look-alike for Lauren Bacall. She’d given the
man a tip that made him blush, and after that he voluntarily repaired the
rails in the conservatory. Luisa plaited her hair in a long braid and made
it into a bun at the nape of her neck. She had ash-blond hair and a longish face with curved, nearly invisible eyebrows. Benno, who was gradually
losing patience, brought her a sneaker. It made her laugh, and she finally
stopped fiddling with her hair. But still she took her time, didn’t rush. It was
so peaceful in the mornings while Christopher was still asleep and ahead of
them lay a free day together. She went into the kitchen, searched through
the refrigerator, but then decided it was still too early to eat. She got the
newspaper and sat down, but couldn’t really concentrate on it.
Sundays here were languid and lazy, but this Sunday promised to be different. In the course of the morning her sister Ines, together with her
boyfriend Raymond, and her young daughter Anne, would come for a visit.
Anne was supposed to spend part of her summer vacation with them. Luisa
was more excited than she cared to admit.
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She had begun to get ready for the child a week earlier, putting the terrace
in order and collecting crayons, pine cones and paper in a box – all the
things an eight-year-old girl might like to play with. She especially hoped
that the little girl would make friends with Benno. On the phone she had
told Ines that it wouldn’t be easy for Anne to find other playmates here.
But Ines said that didn’t matter. They had taken Anne with them to Vienna for a few days, and now she wanted to go away for a week alone with
her boyfriend. Ines’ psychotherapist had strongly suggested it. A mother’s
healthy self-interest could only have a positive effect on her child, Ines had
explained to her sister. She and Raymond really needed some time with each
other, just the two of them.
Ines rarely asked for favors for herself – to be frank, the sisters weren’t
close – and so Luisa had said yes immediately instead of asking herself if
the mother’s healthy self-interest would also have a positive effect on Christopher and her.
“They just want to unload her,” Luisa had told Christopher. “She’s very
good. And when she wants something or needs something, she’ll tell us.
Quite uncomplicated.”
Luisa tried to remember the last time she’d seen Anne. She had visited her
sister in Heidelberg, but at that time the little girl was at a school function.
An athletic event? A hike? Luisa couldn’t recall.
“Why don’t they take Anne with them?” Christopher asked. As usual when
Luisa came into his room in the morning, interrupting his work, he was
slightly irritated and refused to take his eyes off his laptop, as if his carefully
set up charts might suddenly vanish just because of her unwanted presence.
“I have no idea. You know Ines. But you don’t have to do much for her.
Ines said she draws and plays by herself. And we have a lot of cartoons she
can watch.”
At that point Christopher had looked down at his desk and mumbled something that she’d taken for assent.
That had been a little more than a week ago. Now Luisa walked through
all the rooms once more wondering what else there was to do. She had
straightened up the house the day before. There were vases with meadow
flowers in all the rooms. The colorful tablecloth from Bali that Ines had
given her brightened the kitchen. And clean towels lay invitingly on the bed
in the guest room. In addition she’d placed a bowl with two apples and several cookies there for Anne to make her feel welcome. She’d taken the large
plastic container that used to hold Benno’s dry dog food, rinsed it out with
the garden hose, and put it under the desk. In it the child could keep things
she found in the meadow or at the edge of the forest. Luisa actually knew
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very few children, but she had a good idea of what they liked to do.
pp. 16-18
It occurred to her just then that it might be fun to get to know Anne in an
uncomplicated way, by giving the dog a bath, the two of them together,
laughing as they bent over the tub, wet from his splashing. An interior
scene, intimate, a little corny, as if painted by Degas.
She heard quick, light footsteps, and then her niece was there.
“Hello, Aunt Luisa.”
Anne was thin and fairly colorless, the way blond children so often are. She
wore braces, had a brown plastic barrette in her hair, and earrings with little
stars dangling from them. Suspenders held up her jeans. The impression all
this made on Luisa was that of a helpless child who had to be held together
and fastened on all sides. She motioned her to come closer, but Anne remained standing timidly in the doorway, watching the dog.
“This is Benno,” Luisa said superfluously. “I’m just giving him a bath. Will
you come over? You can help me shampoo him.”
Luisa felt secure; she was after all here, in her bathroom, in her life. She had
everything under control.
“I’d rather not,” Anne said. “It smells funny in here. And I don’t think he’s
nice looking.” She pointed at Benno.
Luise was flabbergasted. She followed Anna’s gaze and looked at her dog.
Of course she was right. Benno really wasn’t a particularly beautiful dog.
He’d always been the exception among all the fine specimens along the
Kuhlmühlgraben. Luisa had realized that from the very first moment, when
she got the puppy from a friend of a friend. At the time she’d complained
that although the little puppy was sweet, he certainly wasn’t good-looking
and that he wouldn’t grow into the dog she’d always wanted. But in the
meantime all that had been forgotten. These days she saw only the big,
black, loyal eyes and the perfect black nose at the tip of his broad yellow
muzzle. Now, for the first time in a long while, she looked at him with a
stranger’s eyes.
Seen from that perspective he looked like the product of a children’s game
in which one child draws the head and folds the paper; then the next child
blindly adds the body, and the third one, the legs, etc.
No, he wasn’t particularly good-looking, but he was lovable. Something you
couldn’t say of that brat.
Luisa looked at the girl standing in the doorway with such obvious anger
that the child took a step back. But Luisa managed to control herself, to
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choke back the cutting remark she was about to make. Anne looked uncertain. She seemed to be waiting until she’d be allowed to walk away, to leave
this wet bathroom that stank of dog. She looked as if she’d landed in the
wrong film, Luisa thought. I won’t be the one to set you free. Wordlessly
she continued to rub the dog and then turned on the shower.
pp. 32-35
“Sit down, you two,” she said pleasantly, then was stunned as Christopher,
looking at Anne, gruffly reiterated: “You may be seated.” At that Anne
ducked her head again in that way that would have made Luisa furious all
over again if she hadn’t felt so relaxed and at peace with herself – which
actually she had to remind herself she was.
“Anne is a servant, you see; that’s what she told me,” Christopher said as he
reached over for a drumstick. “It’s a game she’s playing.”
“Anne is what? What game are you talking about?”
“She’s been left with evil step-parents, strangers, because her real mother
can’t take care of her anymore. And she has to work her butt off for these
rich people who live in a big house. Has to do menial work like picking berries and cleaning up dirt.”
Anne, who’d been following his every word the entire time, nodded happily
and gazed hungrily at the picnic basket. Christopher made a lordly gesture
indicating the servant girl could help herself.
Luisa was dumbfounded. She felt betrayed. How could it be that she was
suddenly just a minor character in a role-playing game? All the effort she’d
put into preparing this picnic! She felt degraded at the thought that she was
now supposed to take part in someone else’s show. And on top of that one
that was the brainchild of a little girl. The whole thing hit her quite unexpectedly. After all, she’d done so many things in the course of the day to
make sure that everything would turn out just as she’d planned.
She recapitulated the books she’d seen among Anne’s belongings. OK,
Heidi— there probably were servants in the house of wealthy Clara. The
Princess Diaries, or something like that. And an award-winning children’s
book about slavery by Paula Fox, whom Luisa herself loved as a writer for
adults. Yes, all that taken together fit. Anne had enough models, and now
here, with Luisa and Christopher, she had the chance to put it all together.
She herself would never have realized that this was what was going on in
the girl’s head because she interpreted Anne’s standoffish attitude completely differently. In the end it turned out that Christopher was the one who
understood it, not Luisa.
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“I’ve been given the day off tomorrow,” Anne said.
“That’s nice,” Luisa remarked, exhausted.
“Then on Tuesday, when I’m working again, I can carry things for you at
the market.”
“That’s – wonderful.”
Luisa nodded. She was very tired now and not at all hungry anymore. She
felt like lying down and going to sleep with her face to the sky. At least,
Luisa thought, my first impression wasn’t wrong. Something was really fishy
about the girl’s behavior. But now that she knew, what could she do? It was
one thing to lie here on her back, resting. It was quite something else to be
condemned to powerlessness. Oh, how nice it would be to turn the clock
back. And when she woke up she didn’t want to have to explain anything.
She just wanted to play a game – like Anne – a game she herself had
chosen, and have the others support her. To be loved – that’s what it was,
nothing else. That’s what mattered.
“Don’t you want to eat something?” Christopher asked with his mouth full.
“Sure!” She spoke decisively, but reached out only hesitantly.
“Put your head down again, Aunt Luisa,” Anne said suddenly.
“What? How do you mean? Like this?” She looked down again. What the
devil was the girl thinking now!
You look like the Madonna in the Meadow.”
“Like a Madonna?” Christopher, the philistine, interrupted, his mouth full
of food. “Really?”
“I saw the picture in Vienna,” Anne said. Now that she was officially a servant, she kept her composure no matter what. “The Madonna in the Meadow. It shows a woman in a red dress with her hair pinned up at a picnic, and
she’s looking down. Exactly the way you were just now. And you’re wearing
a red top too, only the jeans don’t match.” She nodded with satisfaction.
Luisa remembered the painting vaguely. It was a Raphael and really did
show a woman, her ash-blond hair pinned up, wearing a red dress and a
blue cape. She was holding a naked child. Did she, Luisa, also have such a
pale face and that slightly otherworldly Madonna look? In any case, it was
an extraordinary observation for a child to make.
p.115-119
The Hideout [Dorothee]
I’m sitting on the couch; I didn’t turn on the light when I woke from my
afternoon nap, even though in the meantime it had gotten dark outside. The
light from street lamp was bright enough for me to find the refrigerator. I
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smoke a cigarette. Having finished two beers, I get up to fetch a third.
“At some point they’ll turn the power off anyway. So I’ll just get used to it,”
I told Benno.
“Let’s drink to it not being too soon. Oh, I’ll think of something. This little
woman isn’t stupid.”
I drink. Ash falls to the floor. The dog looks at me reproachfully. I’d like to
let him out into the street where he could run around and pee on everything, but that’s out of the question. He’d go running to Luisa’s house and
alert the neighbors. Benno isn’t my dog. I get paid for what they call “his
care.”
Whenever I take him for a walk I’m always careful that people see me in the
best possible light. I play nicely with him and his little stick in the meadow
right behind Luisa’s house. And then when she and her husband come back
from their trip and make their discreet inquiries, they’ll hear only good
things about me.
I crush the empty beer can and get another; it’s the last one. I’ll have to go
out soon. I decide to drink this one very slowly. First, though, I turn on the
TV. The dog whines. He’s clever. TV on means: Nothing’s going to happen very soon here. I explain to him that I’m not planning to watch a film,
just something to pass the time while I’m drinking my beer. I tell him that I
need my minimum dose. I also mention that it’s his own canine highness’s
fault that I don’t have anything stronger in the house. If I did, it would happen more quickly. But duty, etc. What would happen if I fell asleep and only
woke up the next day; what would happen to him then? So you see.
“Look at that nice animal program, sweetie. Monkeys – there in the box.”
For about five minutes Benno is impressed by my speech. He even stops
whining. After a while, though, he begins to scratch at the door. Maybe he
has to poop, I figure, and I really couldn’t stand it if he did that in the apartment. It’s been looking pretty awful in here for a while now. But there’s a
limit.
The scientist is just saying: “Gorillas, like all apes, aren’t housebroken; they
have to rebuild their sleeping places every day.” As if he could see into my
living room here, where I seem to be having the same problems with Benno
as the gorillas. Oh well, almost the same. Benno, after all, is housebroken. I
turn it off, even though I would have liked to know what the scientist meant
by “rebuild.” Do they keep moving around all the time? More than once a
day? Maybe they’ll repeat the program tomorrow morning. Then I’ll listen
more carefully.
I put on Frank’s old, heavy parka, a piece of clothing you can live in, which,
unfortunately, doesn’t smell like him anymore. With Benno on the leash, I
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take the shortcut to the meadows. It goes past two kiosks that sell booze,
but not my favorite one. It’s better that way. The cold air will soon sober
me up. I walk rapidly past the black façades of the buildings. Even in the
darkness that swallows everything you can still tell whether the people living
behind them are well off or not.
There’s the arrogant, cold blackness of happy, emotionally dulled, middleclass residents and the hopeless, contagious blackness of the apartment
houses with the small, bare windows. The area where I live is one with
apartment houses. Glätzenviertel sounds like a mixture of “Glatze” (bald)
and “ätzend” (disgusting); Gallus is a real estate paradise by comparison.
The windows here are like black holes. Now and then somebody pops out
of one of them, you’ll never know whether it’s because he’s depressed or
high, and in the end it doesn’t matter.
Fifteen minutes away by foot, it all looks different. The entire street
Kuhlmühlgraben, including the house we used to live in, belongs to people
whose blackness is of the arrogant sort. Was it different before, when we
lived there? I can’t really tell what has changed. Was I a different person? I
drop the thought. I don’t know the tenants, but they’re probably like all the
rest of the people here. Ambitious people who’ve made it, not really young
anymore. It was the building society savings plans that made it possible.
Or else the people inherited.
After Frank’s accident his mother took back our house. He only had the
right of lifetime residence, but he never told me that. Nor did he tell me
about the financial difficulties of the studios since the crisis, and that quite a
few members were no longer paying. He didn’t want to upset me. I used to
go to pieces over every idiotic thing. And he was protecting me. And naturally, being only forty-two, he hadn’t made a will. He was so generous – we
rarely talked about money.
His mother, on the other hand, is cold as ice. She never did like me, and for
her the only good thing that came from the death of her son was that after
the three months she granted me as a period of mourning, she could kick
me out of the house.
Let’s face it,” she said to the man in court, “she’s just going to drink it all
up.”
As if I weren’t even present. And then, totally serious, she had shown him
the wedding picture of Frank and me, to prove to him how far downhill I’d
gone in those few years.
“I’ll put in an application for a course of treatment for her,” she said, the
hypocrite, and the official at the court nodded sympathetically – the poor
mother who’s lost her son and has to deal with the fortune-hunting alco-
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holic daughter-in-law.
Weeks later, a bundle of application forms arrived for me from the pension
fund, no message enclosed. The devil only knows how she found out about
my pension fund. Presumably I left something behind when I moved out
of the house. I didn’t take a lot with me. And I’d never have gone back to
the Kuhlmühlgraben neighborhood, if it hadn’t been that I was still casually
in touch with Luisa, who gets me jobs now and then. But on the whole, we
were never really close.
She came by for the first time after Frank’s death on some pretext to check
up on me because she likes tragic stories and loves to play Mother Theresa.
I’m afraid that her sympathy wore out over the years. By now she sees me
only as a burden. But I can’t let go of her. Not merely because she’s the
only one who knows that I ever had an earlier, different life. No one else
would believe it. But I’ve also grown to like her. She’s so flawless. Like a
beautiful little machine that all by itself solves self-imposed tasks to perfection.
I light a cigarette, pushing away the thought that Luisa would prefer it if I
never went to her place anymore. It was my idea to volunteer to take care of
Benno for the six weeks they would be away, and to take care of her plants
and the mail. Yes, I’d suggested it, and no one mentioned that money was
involved, a few small bills. She had hesitated a long time before she reluctantly said yes.
“Life goes on,” I told Benno, who was pulling like crazy on the leash. “You
know that’s what they say. But sometimes I think it’s not true. Life doesn’t
go on, it only pretends to. Everything around us is a façade, a pretense, and
worthless.”
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INDIGO
BY CLEMENS SETZ

In Clemens Setz’s novel, Indigo, children born with the mysterious
“Indigo syndrome” inadvertantly afflict anyone in their proximity
with headaches, vertigo, and other symptoms. All are sent to the
Helianau Institute in Styria, Austria, where a mathematics tutor—who shares the author’s name and biographical details—witnesses unexplained “relocations” of students, which he decides to
investigate. The novel itself is presented as the research materials
assembled by the fictionalized Clemens Setz, which detail this Pynchonesque conspiracy as an exploitation of the children’s “Indigo
potential” for dubious ends.
With a premise like something out of The Twilight Zone or The X-Files,
or the bizarre dystopian atmosphere of a Terry Gilliam film, this
novel also takes for granted the expansive terrain writers like Thomas Pynchon, Don DeLillo, and David Foster Wallace have claimed
for literature. The sheer pleasure of reading Setz’s writing lies in
his digressive, improvisatory style. With intelligence, humor, and a
gracefully musical prose style, this prize-winning young Austrian
author incorporates into his fiction a collection of unusual anecdotes; neglected footnotes to historical or current events, cultural
and pop marginalia.
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1. The Nature of Distance
On June 21, 1919, the scuttling of the German Imperial High Seas Fleet
took place at the British naval base Scapa Flow near the Scottish coast. The
Treaty of Versailles, signed by Germany shortly beforehand, provided not
only for the return of the skull of Chief Mkwawa to the British government, but also for the immediate surrender of all ships. But German Admiral Ludwig von Reuter chose to sink his ships rather than relinquish them to
the British, whom he regarded as an uncultivated people. The warships have
remained ever since on the sea floor at a depth of about one hundred and
fifty feet. And that’s fortunate for modern space travel, as high-grade steel
salvaged on diving expeditions from the wrecks of these warships – which
have meanwhile been underwater for almost a hundred years – is used in the
manufacture of satellites, Geiger counters and full-body scanners at airport
security checkpoints. The rest of the steel in the world is – after Hiroshima,
Chernobyl and the numerous atomic bomb tests carried out in the earth’s
atmosphere – too radioactive to be used in the production of such highly
sensitive instruments. Sufficiently uncontaminated steel is available only in
Scapa Flow, at a depth of one hundred and fifty feet.
With this story begins the remarkable book The Nature of Distance,
published in 2004, by the child psychologist and education theorist Monika
Häusler-Zinnbret. On a Saturday in the summer of 2006 I visited her in her
apartment in Graz’s Geidorf district with its abundant villas. At that time I
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had already broken off my six-month internship as a mathematics tutor at
the Helianau Institute. The head of the institute, Dr. Rudolph, had warned
me never again to set foot on the premises.
I sought out Frau Häusler-Zinnbret to ask her under what conditions, in her view, Indigo children live in Austria today, two years after
the appearance of her influential book, which strikes hopeful notes in its
opening lines. And whether she knew what the so-called “relocations” I had
often witnessed uncomprehendingly during my internship were all about.
On the old front door with the three doorbells an ornamental
knocker was also mounted, which looked as if it might once have been real
– but then, on a hot day, it had simply fused with the darkly painted wood
of the door and turned into an ear-shaped adornment above the heavy castiron handle. Next to the unusually magnificent house, in the little garden
enclosed by a brass fence and a hedge veiled by many spider webs, stood a
few quiet birches, aquatic-seeming and practically silver, and in front of a
ground-level window I spotted a single sunflower, straining its head attentively upward as if listening to soft music, because it felt the morning sun
already coming around the next corner. It was a warm day, shortly before
ten. The door was open. In the stairwell it was cool, and there was a faint
smell of damp stone and old potatoes in the air.
A month or two earlier, I wouldn’t have noticed any of that.
Before I went upstairs to the practice, I checked my pulse. It was
normal.
Frau Häusler-Zinnbret kept me waiting for a long time outside
her door. I had pushed the doorbell – under which her two last names were
inscribed, linked by a wavy ≈ instead of by a hyphen – several times, and, as
so often in my life, marveled at the fact that female psychologists and education theorists always have double names. I heard her walking around in
her apartment and moving furniture or other larger objects. When I at one
point thought I detected her footsteps very close to the door, I rang again,
in the hope of finally catching her attention. But the footsteps receded, and
I stood in the stairwell and didn’t know whether to go home.
I gave it another try and knocked.
A door behind me opened.
– Herr Setz?
I turned around and saw a woman’s head looking out through the
crack of the door.
– Yes, I said. Frau Häusler?
– Please come in. I’m in a…well, a transitional phase at the moment, as it were, please excuse the disorder…yeah…
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Impressed and intimidated by the fact that her apartment apparently extended over the entire floor, I stopped right on the other side of
the doorway and was only reminded by a clothes hanger that Frau HäuslerZinnbret was holding out in front of my chest to take off my coat and
shoes.
Frau Häusler-Zinnbret’s physical appearance was impressive. She
was fifty-six, but her face looked youthful, she was tall and slim and wore
her hair in a long braid down her back. Apart from her black boots, she
was rather casually dressed that day, a knitted vest hung over her shoulders.
When she spoke, she mostly looked over her glasses, only when she read
something did she push them up a bit.
She led me into her office, one of three, she told me. Here she
usually received her visitors – from all over the world, she added, and then
flipped a switch on the wall that first lowered the blinds a bit and then
raised them; a strangely hypnotic process, as if the room were blinking in
slow motion. The morning sun entered the room. A sunbeam shining like
cellophane crept across the floor, bent at the wall and ran up to a large-scale
abstract painting in which round forms vied with angular ones.
– Oh dear, said the child psychologist. Did you hurt yourself ?
– Yes, I said. A little accident. But nothing serious.
– Nothing serious, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret repeated with a nod, as
if she had heard that excuse many times before. Tea? Or maybe coffee?
– Just tap water, please.
– Tap water? she asked, smiling to herself. Hm…
She brought me a glass that tasted strongly of dishwashing detergent, but I was nonetheless glad to have something to drink, for the walk
from my apartment near Lendplatz to Frau Häusler-Zinnbret’s had made
me tired and thirsty. The night before someone had dismantled my bicycle
into its component parts. They had been left neatly in the garden that
morning, the wheels, the frame, the handlebars, in an arrangement roughly
corresponding to a quincunx pattern.
– So you’re doing research for a book, is that right? she asked,
when we had sat down at a small glass table.
Frau Häusler-Zinnbret took a fan out of a box that looked like an
enlarged cigarette pack and unfolded it. She offered one to me too, but I
declined.
– I don’t know yet what it’s going to be, I said. More of an article.
– The dark life of the I-kids, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret, tapping
with her forefinger a little uh-huh on the table. I nodded.
– And why that?
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– Well, I said, the subject is, I mean, it’s sort of in the air, so to
speak…
The psychologist made a strange gesture as if she were waving a
fly away from her face.
– Until recently you were still at the institute? she asked.
– Yes.
– You know, I’m acquainted with Dr. Rudolph, she said, fanning
herself.
– I understand.
I was about to get up.
– No, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret. Don’t worry. I’m not one of
his…Please, stay seated. Dr. Rudolph…I’d like to know what sort of impression he made on you, Herr Seitz.
Sounds of people on the stairs, an itch on the fraying seams of my
scalp, a loose shoelace…
– A difficult person, I finally said.
– A fanatic.
– Yes, maybe.
– Did you live there, I mean, on the premises? Near the…
– No, I commuted.
– Commuted.
– Yes.
– Mhm, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret. That’s better, isn’t it? Because
of…
There was a pause. Then she said:
– You know, the proximity to the I-children, or what does Dr.
Rudolph call it now? Does he even have a name for it?
– No, he prefers –
– Oh, that damn idiot, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret said with a laugh,
and then she added: Sorry. What was I saying? Oh yes, the proximity to
the Dingos can change people. I mean, not only physically…but also their
world-view. Does he still do those…those baths?
I was so astonished to hear someone use the word Dingo that it
took a while before I replied:
– Who?
– Dr. Rudolph.
– Baths? I don’t know.
Frau Häusler-Zinnbret briefly pursed her lips, then smiled. The fan
took over for her the task of shaking her head in disbelief.
– What baths do you mean? I asked.
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– The bath in the crowd, she said.
– I never heard anything about that.
– Dr. Rudolph’s personal Kneipp cure. He has the little Dingos
surround him and bears the symptoms. For hours. He swears by it. But you
must have seen that…
I shook my head.
– You noticed, though, that he’s a fanatic?
– Yes, I said. I mean, he’s structured his institute according to the
mirror principle, that is, the teachers interact with each other no more than
the students do. So that they know how the students feel.
– I can imagine one would get pretty lonely, said Frau HäuslerZinnbret. But one would probably notice a few things too.
Was that a prompt?
– Yes, I said, trying not to let my confusion show. You do witness
certain things, like, for ex–
– I used to really admire him, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret interrupted
me. His work methods. And that absolute mastery of all techniques. He was
lightning-quick, you know. Really lightning-quick. A virtuoso. But then I
was with him once in one of his Viennese support groups, mainly kids with
Down’s syndrome and a few other impairments too were there…Anyway,
he played that game with them, musical chairs, but with the same number
of chairs as participants. So completely pointless. And he recited some
counting rhyme, and the, um…the kids ran in a circle and then, boom! They
sat down. And then they looked at each other, as if to say: And what’s the
point of this? But Dr. Rudolph’s theory was that no one should be excluded, especially not the slowest kid. No winners, no losers. Well, as I said, a
fanatic. He always said there’s no such thing as happy endings, only now and
then fair endings.
– Fair endings, I said. Yes, that’s right. He said that a lot.
– A lunatic, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret.
The fan in her hand moved in agreement.
– He made it unambiguously clear to me, I said, that I’m no longer
welcome at the institute.
– Aha, she said, and paused.
I felt the heat rising to my face. I took a sip of water and tried to
undo the top button of my shirt. But it was already open.
– To come back to your actual question, said Frau HäuslerZinnbret. It’s been a while since I’ve dealt directly with a Di…with one of
those poor creatures. They are, thank God, rare…still relatively rare, yes…
But that’s not to say I don’t remember well. You do have to ask me concrete
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questions, however, Herr Seitz, or else I can’t tell you anything.
–Of course.
I took my notepad out of my pocket.
I had jotted down three questions. More hadn’t occurred to me. I
would like to claim that I knew from experience that you always learn more
in an informal conversation than in a classic interview with prepared questions – but I had no experience at all.
– Yes, well, my first question would be…When did you first begin
working with Indigo children?
It was apparent that Frau Häusler-Zinnbret was prepared for that
question. She had undoubtedly been asked it hundreds of times, and in her
look was a reproach: You could have looked that up in other interviews
with me, young man. I took a sip of dishwashing detergent water and put
my pen to the notepad, ready to take down all that might come.
– Well, she said, starting when the problem first became acute, of
course. That was around ’95 or early ’96, when the first reports came out.
You had already been born then, right? And as is always the case with things
like that, there was all manner of uninformed chatter and journalistic chaos
that relatively quickly became intolerable, at least to me and some others…
and that’s when I decided to do something. To shed some light on the matter.
I had taken notes. On the pad was written: PROB. ACUTE 95/96,
THEN ∃CHATTER. → DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.
– Can you really read that later? Sorry I’m peeking…
From this or that word choice or foreign-sounding syllable, Frau
Häusler-Zinnbret’s German background could be heard. She was from Goslar, but had already lived in Austria for more than thirty years.
– It’s my cipher, I said. I always write in block letters.
– Is that so? And why? Isn’t cursive simpler for quick note taking?
– No, not for me. I’ve never been able to get used to it.
– Interesting.
Her nod was unmistakably that of a child psychologist, as if she
had given up her original nod like a hard-to-understand dialect only late in
life, perhaps during her studies, and had been working ever since on this
new nod. And her forefinger again tapped uh-huh. No doubt she already
had a name handy for this disorder, a particular form of dysgraphia, an
antipathy to the continuous line, the child who would rather play with alphabet soup than with spaghetti…
– And you can reconstruct the conversation on the basis of those
notes?
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– Yes, it’s like instant coffee, you take the powder, and then all you
have to do is add some hot water and…
I broke off, because the comparison had failed.
– Um, Frau Häusler, I said. You mentioned that the problem first
arose at that time. So was it perceived that way? As a problem?
– Well…Certainly, what do you think? People were getting sick by
the dozen, and didn’t know why. Mothers vomiting over their baby’s cradle.
A big mess. Dizziness, diarrhea, rashes, down to permanent damage of all
internal organs, those are serious symptoms, after all, which can’t always be
explained psychosomatically. Understandable that panic sets in, isn’t it?
I nodded. DIZZIN., DIARR., RASHES, DAMAGE ∀ ORGANS.
– And then the first voices piped up: Yes, the symptoms always
occur only when I’m at home, only near my children and so on.
When Frau Häusler-Zinnbret imitated those voices, she used a
heavily exaggerated Austrian intonation. I had to laugh.
– But that’s exactly how it was, she said. You definitely wouldn’t
have laughed if you’d been there. It was eerie.
– Yeah, I can imagine.
– And the people’s hysteria. The way they walked around in the
children’s rooms with their Geiger counters and tore up the floorboards and
inspected everything, really everything, but there was nothing. Nothing.
	∀INSPECTED APARTMENTS: RES. = Ø
– Except…
– Well, that last step was one nobody wanted to take, of course.
People always forget: When they had to give the disease a name, they at
first named it after the first child that had been demonstrably afflicted with
it. Beringer disease…But the name disappeared again very quickly from
the medical literature, it never even reached collective consciousness. Then
they called it Rochester syndrome or Rochester disease, those unimaginative
cowards…but that didn’t catch on either, thank God. The objection was
that such a name was discriminatory, like the first name for AIDS. Do you
know what AIDS was called in the early eighties?
– No.
– GRID. Gay-Related Immune Deficiency. Of course, no one
remembers that now. They’re forgotten very quickly, such names. Indigo,
the name ultimately took root, strangely enough, even though it’s definitely
the most ridiculous one of all. Totally absurd. Borrowed from some esoteric
self-help books. The kids aren’t blue, after all, and neither are the people
who fall ill.
There was a brief pause, as I couldn’t take notes quickly enough.
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– And when did you first work with one of those children? How
did that come about?
– Hm. At the time, I wasn’t really interested in such family-encompassing problems, though that might sound narrow-minded today. But back
then, I mean, the late nineties, they were, so to speak, the second seventies
for developmental psychology. It was a crazy time.
NO FAM.-ENCOMP. PROBL., NARROW-MINDED, 90S=70S,
CRAZY t
– But of course, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret went on, of course you
often can’t just discount all that, I mean, that whole complex, school, home
life, temperament, learning environment, natural ability, how does a kid turn
out who has certain difficulties in school, perhaps hemmed in by their personal environment and so on. In any case, I realized more and more clearly
that I…Well, it would be best to give you an example, okay? I enter a room,
and some opera is blaring at full blast from a stereo system, that alone is
already really strange, and the family’s also completely hysterical, in tears,
and I see the baby in its crib and, my God, that was a sight, all right, that
completely helpless little face. Honestly and sincerely at a loss, and only two
years old. But already at its wit’s end, so to speak.
I just nodded.
– And that time wasn’t yet as hysterical as today. Back then you
were still allowed to ask someone who was clutching his temples whether he
had a headache. But nowadays, ugh! Impossible. Because right behind him
there might…oh, what a misery…
She laughed. And added:
– You know exactly what I mean, right?
I nodded uncertainly.
– How often have you made such a faux pas?
– A few times.
– Dr. Rudolph, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret said, shaking her head. I bet
he even teaches his dog…oh, never mind. It has no effect at all on animals,
of course, apart from a few exceptions. Those cases are very rare, thank
God. And they might even be completely normal statistical deviations. A
monkey in a research institute, for example, it was, wait, I’ll quickly look it
up…
She stood up and went to her bookcase.
– I’ll show you the picture, she murmured.
When she had found it, she held the open book toward me. The
picture showed a monkey in a box. The face contorted with pain. I turned
away, held a hand out defensively and said:
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– No, thank you, please don’t.
She looked at me in surprise. Her right shoe made a little turn.
Then I heard the book snap shut.
– What? You’d prefer if I didn’t show you the picture, or –
– Yes, I said. I can’t stand things like that.
– But you have to know what it looks like, if you’re interested in
these issues. It’s not that bad, wait…
I held on to the seat of my chair. Julia had advised me in moments
of sudden fear to focus all my attention on something from the past. As
always, the white flight of steps came to my mind. Cloudless sky. Venus visible in broad daylight.
– Open your eyes, Frau Häusler-Zinnbret said gently. Everything is
okay.
– I’m sorry, I said. I react really badly to things like that. Animals
and such. When they…you know. It’s a phobia of mine, so to speak.
A brief pause. Then she said:
– Phobia. I don’t know whether that’s the right word, Herr Setz.
Are you sure you don’t want to see the picture of the monkey? Shall I describe it for you, perhaps? The apparatus? Would that help?
– No, please…
I had to lean forward to breathe better.
– My goodness, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret. No, then of course I
won’t bother you with that.
– Thank you, I said.
My face was hot, and I felt as if I were looking through a fish tank.
– Have you ever been in treatment for that? she asked in the kindest tone I had heard her use up to that point. I could recommend someone,
if you…
– No, thank you.
– Really? I do think you should face up to it. Writing exercises, for
example. Attempts to visualize what frightens you.
– I-in your book, I said, you compare…well…in the very beginning…you write that the children are like that sunken steel in…
A somewhat longer pause. I made an apologetic gesture.
– Yes, well, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret, you must have read the old
edition. I actually thought as much. But that doesn’t matter, the mistake can
easily be remedied.
She stood up and went to a shelf, took out a book and brought it
to me. When I opened it, I saw that the preface had been replaced by a new,
much shorter one. In lieu of the removed text there was now a black-and-
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white picture of a baby in a crib. The baby, about two or three years old,
stood upright and held on to the wooden bars with one hand. It was crying,
but the face didn’t look distraught, more curious and relieved, as if the person the baby had long been yearning for had finally come into the room.
– I took the picture, said Frau Häusler-Zinnbret. With a telephoto
lens.
As she brought the picture closer to my face, she laid a hand on
my back.
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CHUCKS
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Mae loses her brother to illness while still a young girl and the tragedy tears her family apart: after her father has an affair, her parents
divorce, and Mae is raised by her increasingly distant mother. As
a wayward teenager, Mae meets Tamara, an older girl, and falls in
with her crowd of street punks. But despite her infatuation with
Tamara, Mae never fully commits to the lifestyle. After moving in
with Jakob, a well-off (if dull) architect, Mae falls in love with Paul.
Paul is dying of HIV/AIDS, but through living with him in his final
days, Mae find the strength to confront the pain of the tragedies in
her life and move on.
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pp. 9-11
Tamara was antisocial, or anyway that’s what most people would
call it. No job, no money, family maybe—she didn’t talk about one. No ID,
age unknown, got in fights every now and then. Tamara was dumb because
she did everything to her body that an intelligent person wouldn’t do. But
she always survived. And when it came to me, Tamara was caring and considerate.
The first time I saw her, in the shadow of St. Stephen’s cathedral,
in the midst of white-wigged vendors who looked like living ads for the
Mozart marzipan balls they were peddling to tourists, I had just turned fourteen. She asked me for a cigarette, and I didn’t give her one. Not because
I wouldn’t have had cigarettes with me, but because I had always imagined
that punks were a bit like stray dogs: feed them once and you’ll never get rid
of them.
So I asked her if I looked like someone who would have a cigarette. She said yes. While I was busy trying to figure out what about me signaled cigarette possession—my mother, of course, couldn’t know anything
about it—Tamara asked me for money instead.
“You’ll just buy beer with it! Or drugs.”
Tamara raised her pierced left eyebrow - tiny lines formed at the corners of
her mouth - gave me a searching look, cocked her head to one side like an
attentive dog, and whistled softly through the little gap in her front teeth.
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“And what, in your opinion, should I buy with it?”
“No idea.” I wanted to stick my hands in my pockets, but my summer dress
didn’t have any. One of the cafés caught my eye. “Ice cream, maybe?”
“Ice cream?”
“It’s a warm day.”
“Will you buy me an ice cream?”
What was I supposed to say to that. A moment later we were both holding
ice cream cones, lemon for me and pistachio for Tamara. And here I had
always thought only old people liked pistachio ice cream.
Suddenly I had myself a punk and was extremely proud of the fact. Even
Pippi Longstocking only ever managed a monkey.

pp. 21-23
When my brother was 11 and I was just 7, he was, besides Karl
May’s Winnetou, the greatest. All that Winnetou had over my brother was
his long black hair. My mother would never have let my brother grow his
hair long, but the color, that could be changed. So we went to the nearest
drugstore and bought a packet of hair dye: “blue-black.”
When we finished my brother’s head was black, along with my
hands, a few bathroom tiles, three hand towels, and the entire bathtub.
And our mother’s aura as well, to judge from her mood. She took away our
allowance, with which we’d bought the dye, and the freedom that allowed
us to leave the house unsupervised. Plus, we weren’t allowed to watch TV
for three weeks. None of this dampened our joy over the project’s success,
however. My father just laughed, which probably got him punished as well.
My brother’s white face shone beneath the black hair. It had never occurred
to me before how pale he was.
He was even paler when he went back to school after summer
break. By then he was thirteen. I took it to be a side effect of growing up,
like the fact that he played with me less and went to bed earlier every day.
What in my parents’ opinion did not have to do with growing up were his
bad grades at school, which grew worse from one week to the next. And
in gym class it became apparent that his performance was falling off. His
teachers advised my parents to monitor his development and, if necessary,
to seek professional help. My parents monitored his development through
all of that autumn.
When the first real snow fell I took my brother’s hand and we ran
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together to the park. We stood for a moment facing the white expanse and
saw our breath turning to vapor. I shoved a handful of snow down his coat
collar and ran shrieking into the whiteness, with him close behind. Only
when we were soaked through and our clothes were frozen stiff did we
finally stop, out of breath, and throw ourselves down in the snow. I could
see how his stomach rose and fell, as fast as a young dog’s. It was Saturday
and strangely quiet all around us, when I was startled by a chattering sound.
My brother’s body had started to shake and his teeth were knocking against
each other as if his jaw were vibrating.
A year later I would watch as my mother regularly put my brother
in the car and drove him to the doctor. At first I wanted to come along, on
account of the little sweets you would get from the staff. But my mother
didn’t take him to our family doctor, that old man with blond hair, the gray
slowly mixing in, whose office never smelled of doctor, only of wood and
salve. She took him to the general hospital, a huge building you already feel
lost in the minute you walk through the door.

pp. 77-78
The last time I visited my brother was on a gray, quiet day, fog lay
over the bridges. I was afraid. It wasn’t the kind of fear that keeps a child
with bad grades from going straight home after school, or that jacks up your
adrenaline when you hear a noise in the dark, and makes the hair on your
neck stand on end. Rather, it was the kind that flash freezes your insides, so
that you can never warm up afterwards. My mother was strangely quiet that
day. My father just talked about the way other drivers were driving.
On the day my brother died, they didn’t take me with them. I still
know only that when she came home Mother had his red chucks in her
hand and carefully put them on a shelf, lined up so close together that they
were touching. Still wearing her jacket, she locked herself in the bedroom
and didn’t come out for two days. My father slept on the couch. We were
devastated.
The burial took place the following week. I didn’t go, the neighbor
looked after me. She sat at the kitchen table and did crossword puzzles,
and was so bad at it that when she finished nothing fit together. I sat on
the cold floor in the front hallway, which I was forbidden to do because
girls get bladder infections when they sit on the cold floor—I sat on the
tiles anyway, running my hands over the red sneakers. My parents, entering
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the house, almost tripped over me, my mother screamed, then yelled at me,
and as I crept away, angry tears in my eyes, she threw first the right shoe at
me and then the left, which hit me just below the eye, the spot was bruised
and swollen for days. I took my brother’s chucks with me to my room and
wore them to school the next day, and the day after that, and from then on
always.

pp. 129-132
Now I’m on my way to my mother’s place after all—what can I
say. Paul pushed me out the door without a word, tossed my jacket out after
me, and said that surely it would be good for me to speak with my mother.
It would most surely be good if it lay within the realm of the possible. This
parallel universe does not exist—one cannot speak with my mother. I drag
my feet on the sidewalk like little kids like to do. My mother never liked
that. Then I’m standing at the door of the apartment building where she
has lived, alone, since last spring.
I go inside, enter a dimly lit, narrow corridor where I can’t hear my
steps—the soft carpeting swallows every sound. I stop in front of a door.
There are a few pairs of shoes outside it in various sizes, most of them
the worse for the wear. An old-fashioned porcelain nameplate on the door,
which looks handmade, bears my mother’s name. I lift my finger to buzz,
hesitate briefly.
My mother opens the door.
I’m shocked at the wrinkles around her mouth.
“You’ve gotten old,” I say, completely forgetting to greet her.
“Fifty-two,” she says.
Does this pass for a conventional greeting?
We start to hug but don’t manage to pull it off. We circle each other like
shadow boxers until finally I’m standing in the entryway of the apartment.
“It’s nice that you came.” My mother glances down. “Leave your shoes outside in front of the door, you can have a pair of my slippers. It’s nice that
you’re here. The others are in the living room.”
“Happy birthday.” I hand my mother a box of chocolates.
In the living room sit five women and a man, the man is definitely the husband of one of the five. I give him a look to say: We’re allies. He, however,
doesn’t return it, just reaches for the catalogs that lie waiting on the table.
“You’ve still got your jacket on. This is Margit, Anni, Hedi, Gabi and Toni.”
My mother presses a plate into my hand. “And this is Michi.”
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There’s fake Sachertorte and weak coffee, soon I’ve got greasy lips and a
bitter taste in my mouth.
Michi, the Tupperware queen, holds up one piece of plastic after the other
and finds something to say about each, how useful and well-formed everything is. The sole man nods in sync with his wife. I’d like to kick him in the
shins, but there are too many feet under the table. I get my mother on the
toes instead and she looks at me, startled.
“Would you like more cake?”
“No, thanks, I don’t want anything.”
With each item my mother reaches over to me and says something like, “So
practical. Look, how pretty.” I shake my head.
“Does anyone want champagne?”
My mother jumps up. Everyone nods, only one of the women, whose name
I’ve already forgotten, declines, citing heartburn.
Mother disappears briefly into the kitchen. Glasses are handed around.
There’s no room on the table for anything else, I have to hold mine in my
hand. The champagne bubbles over onto the tablecloth when poured, the
Tupperware brochures soak it up. Frau von Tupperware explains how the
new sugar dispenser works and demonstrates on a piece of cake. I feel sick
already.
“Cheers,” says my mother.
Everyone raises their glass.
“To the birthday girl!”
“To fifty-two more years!”
“Absolutely not,” says my mother.

pp. 181-183
The rage of the helpless has me on my feet and running. The
lights of passing cars hit my eyes. I don’t want to believe that this is the
same city in which Paul lies dying in a hospital. Veiled by the music, but still
audible, my keys jangle in my pants pocket. Every time my left shoulder
moves forward, the earphone cords tighten over my chest. I push on, my
strides grow longer. Another runner passes me. I see the tram enter the
traffic circle at Gaussplatz. The gates to the Augarten stand open and the
darkness that dwells among the trees pours out. The opening hours on the
sign on the gate are clearly legible, the park must have closed a long while
ago. Two kids on bikes come towards me, I think back to earlier nights in
the park, it seems to me like they happened under a different set of stars.
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The street gets wider as I turn the first corner, the buildings are better
cared for. I stop paying attention to the temperature. I leave the sign for the
Vienna Tourist Association behind me, run towards the one for the Vienna
Boys’ Choir, which shines bluely, as if serving as a buoy. With every step I
feel faster, lighter. The second corner. The buildings here are narrower, a
residential street. I’ve never liked running. Straight ahead, just straight ahead
till the park’s outer wall is on my left, and I follow it. I find no reason to
stop. Past the Augarten Contemporary Museum. A mother with a baby in a
stroller pauses to light a cigarette. I breathe more deeply. The asphalt is wet
here, the park damp, a musty smell. Passing the Nordpol restaurant. Two
guys call after me. For the next few meters there’s the smell of grass, sweet
and bitter all at once. I can already see the laundromat, then the battery of
my mp3 player dies. Suddenly I can hear my own breath, a deep, guttural
sound when I exhale, and a sigh when I draw the air back in. I run faster.
My breathing sounds sexual. Faster. I hear myself, the light comes closer.
My feet are flying. My happiness grows with each breath, I want to laugh, I
feel joy, a will to live, to live this life—suddenly I feel shame.
The light turns red, and I have to stop.
“Paul,” I say, and more quietly, “Paul.” On my lap I hold the photo
album with the pictures from his window, which he’s just given me.
What weeks ago had lain in this bed and was called Paul is now just a tired
body that no longer responds to my touch, that lies covered up before me
so that I don’t have to see the tubes and cables going into him. In spite of
this I reach for his hand, stroke the face that feels so different now. I stare
at my shoes, the dirty gray rubber caps of my chucks, my frayed jeans, the
shoelace with the missing tip, torn off on the escalator of some Viennese
subway station, where now it goes round and round in circles, until the next
scheduled maintenance.
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FERN BLEIBEN
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Staying Gone chronicles Lo’s travels by train across Europe after her
winnings from a TV quiz show allow her to quit her job working
with computers. In her early thirties, Lo originally plans simply to
travel to Rome, but ends up criss-crossing the continent, stopping
only briefly in cities following chance encounters or spontaneous
impulses.
The book is divided into chapters, each of which takes its title from
a train and its city of departure. The journey becomes one of selfdiscovery that causes her to reevaluate her life, her relationships,
and her own character. The freedom of travel acts as a catalyst,
allowing Lo to end an unfulfilling affair, consider new career options
(writing columns about her travels for a magazine, opening a cafe),
fall in love with a man she meets in Vienna, and fulfill a need to be
useful to others. The book ends inconclusively: although she seems
nearly ready to end her travels and return home to Dortmund, or
to begin a new life in Vienna, at the book’s conclusion she has just
bought another month-long rail pass and is en route to Estonia.
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pp. 7-10
ICE 611 from Dortmund Hbf
She doesn’t like sitting in stopped trains. Even on those rare occasions
when she arrives at the platform early, she waits until the conductor waves
his paddle before boarding.
Just a little while ago she had chosen the car with the prettiest number,
had walked along the train and climbed aboard at 22, one minute ahead
of schedule. For ten minutes now she’s been sitting in a forward-facing
window seat with her dark red backpack next to her, a laughably small bag
for what seems a laughably big venture, for ten minutes she’s been asking herself if the train is really waiting for connecting passengers, or if it’s
waiting for her to get off again. She’s a disconnecting passenger, she thinks.
Ending a chapter. Or perhaps just a passage. Rite of passage, she thinks—
it could have been one of Markus’s puns, or Frank’s. Lo has a weakness for
wordplay in men. It’s the only thing the two have in common. Perhaps one
of them is keeping the train from leaving. They’ll be paging her soon.
Finally the train starts moving, and she can drop the question of whether
there’s a secret wish hidden in this absurd anxiety. It isn’t the train on the
opposite track or the platform that’s moving. It is her train. For the first
time in years she’s taking a train trip of more than two hours, for the first
time now a trip alone, without Markus and his precautionary checking of
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oil and air pressure before a car trip, his calming voice at takeoff. A train to
Rome, he would have said, you’re nuts. But this time she hadn’t asked him.
They hadn’t gone through a list of absolutely necessary travel preparations
together. She simply returned her library books and got herself a credit
card. As they pass an empty brick factory with tiny broken panes, she asks
herself where she put the credit card she’d used to buy the ticket. She rummages in the backpack, looks through every pocket of her wallet, replaces
the photos and business cards. The older lady across from her, who is
wearing a blue dress with big red flowers, watches with concern. As she
checks every pocket again, she thinks that later, when she’s that old, she too
will wear bright dresses and not give a damn. “Are you missing something?”
the lady asks, leaning forward slightly. Lo finds this an impertinent question
from a stranger, even if she is over seventy. She won’t even try to imagine
what an exhaustive reply might sound like. Instead, she tells about the lost
credit card. “Oh,” says the lady, “perhaps you forgot to pack it?”
Somehow the credit card landed in the envelope with her ticket. Lo
breathes out and holds it up as if playing a trump card. “People always start
to fuss before there’s any need,” the old lady says, then wants to know if Lo
has a long way to go.
Lo is glad to be asked, because it allows her to say that she’s going to Rome.
Just like that. That she doesn’t know how long she’ll stay. This impresses
the lady. “All alone,” she says, “You’d better take good care of yourself—
and of your things.”
This makes Lo think of her mother, who provided the impetus for this trip
without even knowing it. Her mother, who doesn’t know where she is right
now, which might be an improvement. Lo will send her a text from the
Sant’Angelo bridge and a postcard with the Fountain of the Four Rivers.
“Is this your semester break?” the lady continues, after taking the finger
she’d been using as a bookmark out of her paperback. People always
mistake Lo for a student. “I work with computers,” she says, although the
present tense is a lie, and she gets up to go to the restroom. She hopes the
lady will pick up her book again in the meantime. When she says “computers,” most people between thirty and sixty look at her wide-eyed and ask if
she can really program; older people just nod knowingly and say nothing.
In the little room with the disconcerting puddle on the floor she stands
in front of the mirror for a while and tries to form a picture in her mind.
Of a woman who leaves. Who’s incredibly brave. And determined. Of a
woman who has no plan, but an impulse. If she’s lucky, the energy from
this impulse will carry her far enough that the gravitational pull of security
will lose its effect. In Rome she’ll be out of danger. As soon as she gets
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there she’ll just sit on the Spanish steps.
The woman who leaves smiles at her: a mirror smile. If she didn’t believe at
least a little in the woman who leaves, she’d still be sitting at her computer
as speech corpora, huge masses of data, flickered over it, while behind her
back her boss would be setting impossible deadlines and her exclusively
male colleagues would be claiming that nothing was impossible. She’ll miss
them. Where else can you find colleagues with whom you can discuss a
beautiful word as easily as a bad call on a goal. Colleagues who can write
a program overnight that will save you hours of tedium doing something
manually. Manually, even apart from its meaning, Lo thinks before she
opens the door, is not a beautiful word.
There are two women waiting outside the restroom and she feels guilty
since she was just looking in the mirror. When she gets back to her seat the
old lady has nodded off and Berlin Blues lies across her lap like a red roof.
The book matches the dress. Lo glances at Mobile, the train magazine, then
she too falls asleep.

pp. 15-16
She’s there. In a giant train station full of noise and commotion. Only the
people with rolling suitcases, her fellow arriving passengers, stand around
like she does, silent and indecisive. All the others are rushing to trains, busses, or subways. Elegant ladies and men with beautiful shoes and matching
briefcases. Mothers dragging little kids along. Schoolgirls with short skirts
and their belly-buttons showing. Boys with longish hair and experimental
beards.
The waiter doesn’t see her. She’d like to sit at the bar, but there’s no room.
She moves towards him, gives him a sign that she’s sitting outside, under the
canopy of the station hall. Finally, her cappuccino arrives. It tastes weak.
She asks herself what she’s even doing here. There are no Romans here.
Only tourists like herself. On the train everything seemed so simple. Just
the feeling of being on the road. Of having a plan. Lo lays four Euro on
the bar and looks for the big I. She needs a map that shows hotels. She’d
like one that’s centrally located and has two or three stars. She could actually afford four now, but that seems a bit grandiose. Even as it is she often
has the feeling that she ought to empty the wastebasket and make the bed in
hotels.
Her gaze falls on the big electronic departures board. The next train goes
to Bolzano. Hard to justify that. She can’t squander money going there
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and back. On the other hand, she has money now. Honestly earned, more
or less. She could visit Sandra in Osnabrück. And then see. Or just take
the train back home.
She thinks about the fact that tomorrow is Wednesday, so Frank will have
basketball. They meet afterwards usually, since Anne goes to karate and
it won’t seem suspicious if Frank says he was just getting a drink with his
teammates.
Lo runs to Binario 23 and gets into a first-class cabin. The train begins to
move before she reaches second class. There must be something in the
stars. She hasn’t been this spontaneous since she broke away from a skiing lesson as a child and ended up in the wrong valley trying to find Sepp,
her favorite waiter at the hotel; he had switched jobs since the year before,
which at seven she still found hard to understand.

pp. 29-34
Lo curses. Her train is already standing there and before she even reaches
it she hears the announcement: Attention on platform 17. Train departing.
She’s more than thirty minutes early. She runs. Yet again. She’s on vacation, or more precisely, she’s using her leftover vacation days from last year.
But she doesn’t want to wait here for hours just because the Deutsche Bahn
can’t manage to provide correct information. She’ll catch this train, and it
will be a good omen.
Someone calls out to her. She pushes down on the lever and pulls at the
door. It opens. The train begins to move. Lo jumps up. People have
gotten caught and dragged along for meters doing this kind of thing. And
died. But she made it. She’s in. As she turns to close the door, she sees the
contorted face of a man in orange shouting at her from the platform. Lo
tries to look conciliatory, then goes to look for an open compartment.
“Stop,” a man in blue with a reddish-blonde beard calls out. “Didn’t you
hear us?” asks the lady next to him, who wears the same uniform, “That’s
illegal, what you just did.” —“I couldn’t hear anything, I was running so
fast.” —“Follow me, please,” the man says. And indeed he goes first, while
the woman stays behind Lo, as if she might try to run. As if Lo might now
try to jump off the very same train that she had just so desperately wanted
to catch. “You have to get off at Neustadt!” the bearded man says, while he
opens the door to a compartment and lets Lo go first.
Outside in the corridor stands a tall gangly guy with glasses who reminds
Lo of Hermann Hesse. He takes off his headphones and looks at her with
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curiosity. A little conspiratorially too, she thinks. Maybe he’s about to start
shooting so she can break away, and they’ll flee together onto the roof of
the train: he with his weapon, she in handcuffs. Just before the next tunnel
they’ll jump off and roll down the embankment.
“What were you thinking? It’s very dangerous—to you and to others.” Lo
hadn’t counted on the woman’s pedagogical pretensions, but then she hadn’t
been thinking anything, she’d simply reacted quickly. “The train was supposed to be fifty minutes late. So that’s what I planned for. And then there
it was pulling out under my very nose. And I...I have to get to Berlin. It’s
urgent. I have a job interview.”
She doesn’t know how she’s suddenly able to lie so brazenly. She always
used to think of herself as a stickler for honesty, but now the word she
mostly uses is “authenticity.” In any case, the man is looking angrier with
every word she says. If he asks what she’s supposed to be interviewing for,
she’ll have to think of something that has to do with recreation or sociocultural animation for her clothing to seem plausible. The man pulls a pad
from his pocket.
“I really need the job, you have to understand.” For a moment she believes
herself, believes in this pleasant feeling of urgency. “Fine,” says the woman,
and the man puts the pad away, “You can stay on the train, but don’t ever
do that again. Even these days there’s no job worth risking your life for.”
The man grumbles as he leaves about how any one of these old Easternbloc cars freezes up the whole locking system. Lo takes a sip from her
water bottle and closes her eyes. She feels a little queasy. Maybe from the
lying.
When she opens her eyes again the door is opening. “Thomas,” the young
man with the glasses says, sticking out his hand, “I saw you jump the
train.” He sits down across from her: “Do you do that often?” She shakes
her head: “I just started now.” —“Surfing trains?” —“Riding trains,” she
answers. It sounds good, she thinks, if not exactly daring: So what are you
doing? I’m riding trains. “Dortmund on Monday, yesterday Rome, today
Dresden.” — “And not a hair out of place?” Thomas laughs and asks if
there’s a system: “Somewhere with an R next?” —“No, another capital.”
She’s starting to enjoy this. “And then Dortmund again. And where are
you off to?” Thomas sits up: “I’m going to Paris!” —“Why?” she asks,
and he pauses before answering. “For fun. You’re not exactly on a business
trip either, are you?” A vendor opens the door: “Coffee, sandwiches, cold
drinks?” The two shake their heads in synchrony, and Lo considers whether
she should send a text and let the conversation peter out or just keep talking
to Thomas until she reaches Berlin. “So what are you doing in Paris?” she
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asks. “Thought I should be able to say I’ve been there,” Thomas replies as
he takes out a pack of cigarettes and asks if she wants to smoke. Normally
she wouldn’t look so horrified, but it’s only been a few minutes since she
escaped the clutches of the train police.
“I just thought...because of your ordeal,” he explains, and puts the pack
away. He closes the curtains, slips off his sneakers, and rests his feet on the
seat next to her. Then he starts cleaning his glasses with the corner of his
olive-green T-shirt. A ring glints in his bellybutton. He doesn’t seem to
have much of a belly at all.
“Anyway. But seriously, why are you riding trains?” Thomas looks at her
expectantly. He seems to have gotten it into his head that there’s something
remarkable about Lo, and she would gladly prove him right. “I lost a bet,”
she says, and then thinks that will be too much work and tells him about
the money she won from the quiz show. Thomas sits up again, “Can I use
you?” he asks. “What?” —“The scene, I mean—you hopping the train, and
that you’re riding around...I’m writing a novel.” A character in a novel, she
thinks. That’s a start.
“Actually I’m a slammer. Poetry Slam. Does that mean anything to you?”
She watched a poetry slam once and imagines Thomas onstage: holding the
microphone to his mouth with both hands, shifting rhythmically from one
long leg to another, maybe he even rhymes. Or perhaps he twirls the mic
stand like a helicopter. “Do you want to hear?” He offers her his mp3player. “I’m sorry I can’t give you a CD. I only have a few and I want to
sell them.” —“How much?” —“Ten.” — “Okay, I’ll take one. But if I’m
in your novel, I want a free signed copy.” He laughs again.
“You think I’m joking.” He relaxes back into his seat, as if he’s used to giving interviews: “I’m going to get rich from writing. Or successful, at least.”
—“Do you have a Plan B?” —“Mechanical engineering. But I don’t really
want to do that anymore.” He gives her a CD and the mp3-player. She
doesn’t want that. She doesn’t want him watching her listen. People can
always tell immediately what she thinks of something. Her open face, as
her father calls it, also proved a disadvantage in dealing with her boss.
“Then we’ll listen to music,” Thomas says. “I have another pair of headphones.” He sits next to her and she puts the plugs in her ears. The music
is unfamiliar, but it does her good just to listen and look out the window.
By the third song, Thomas takes the headphones from her ears and says, “I
tell you what, if you’re just riding around, you might as well go to Paris as
anywhere else. It’s another capital. Have you been?”
She visited Kai there when she was thirteen. He lived with Serge in an old
apartment in the Rue du Faubourg St. Honoré. He always slept late in the
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mornings and she’d stand impatiently by his bed and whine. She was almost
run over near the Arc de Triomphe, and it was so drafty in La Défense
that she caught a cold. But once the three of them went to a restaurant
in Montmartre called Clair de la Lune, and then to a bar near the Moulin
Rouge, and that night she felt like a man of the world. She had no idea
about feministic linguistics back then.
Other than that, her strongest memory was of the apartment with its cockroaches, and the grumpy concierge who didn’t think much of homosexual
partnerships. She took this out on Serge, telling him he was too loud, that
he ought to clean the windows and shouldn’t put the garbage out so early.
She greeted Kai pleasantly, on the other hand, probably because of his uniform. It had often been useful to him. Most people trust pilots, even those
who are afraid of flying and never get on planes themselves.
Lo liked Serge. He let her steer the car while he lit a cigarette, and always
poured her half a glass of wine when she ate dinner with them in the
kitchen.
Now she takes the headphones from Thomas’s ears. “It’s cool, I’ll come
with you.”

pp. 46-48
She can’t get to the south from this station. She’ll have to pass through
the city in any case. She texts Sandra that Paris really is the city of love
somehow, but doesn’t send it. Still, it would have been nice to be able to tell
her about it. To relive the whole thing in the retelling, before it disappears.
Someday all she’ll remember is the cello, and maybe the coat. She could
visit him at the bakery. Maybe next time. He’d said he didn’t have work
today.
She texts Frank that she’s in Paris, that Paris is pretty. I’m glad we won’t see
each other for a little while, she writes. Then she leans against a small kiosk
and waits for his reply. She doesn’t trust herself to leave the station for fear
that the pair are still standing outside discussing their plans. She could have
asked him for his number. He could have asked her for hers. Her right
hand vibrates.
What are you doing in Paris? Who are you with? When will we see each
other? Ms.u He’d thought up the abbreviation fairly early on. Miss You.
She knows that he’s jealous. And as if his claims to ownership weren’t
absurd enough already, she’s sometimes purposely fostered his jealousy.
Vanity and jealousy are best friends. There’s also such a thing as simple
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contrariness. “A man who cheats on his girlfriend isn’t exactly someone one
has to be faithful to,” she’d once said to Sandra. As if there were rules.
But now it’s not out of any sort of strategy that she’s trying not to answer
Frank. She regrets writing to him. She always needs a catalyst. First the
quiz, now the kiss. She turns her phone off and feels separated.
She buys a map at the kiosk and leaves the station. The quickest way
between two points is the subway, she thinks, but she’d like to at least see
a little of Paris if she can, maybe pass by the Eiffel tower. She needn’t be
original. If there had been several train stations in Rome, if she had been
forced to leave Termini, perhaps she would have passed something—the
Forum or the Colosseum. And then maybe she would have stayed. This
Boulevard de Magenta certainly isn’t offering any reasons to stay. The cars
and their four lanes have crowded the sidewalks and trees right up against
the houses. Better to travel underground than like this.
The next metro station is called Jacques Soandso, and she takes the 5, which
goes to the Gare d’Austerlitz. You just have to look at the first and last letters of a word—if the ones in the middle were switched around you could
still figure it out. In this case four different letters could be in the middle of
the word and it would still oppress her. Changing four letters in Austerlitz
would give the station its own war. Her inner censor immediately reproves
her for breach of taboo. Thought is not free. They even sang that together
in her Catholic youth group. There’s so much that Lo can’t think, can’t keep
thinking, and certainly so many thoughts she can’t follow through to their
conclusions.
She takes out her phone and turns it back on. Frank has indeed sent
another text. I can’t reach you, he writes. When are you coming back? It
would be so easy to answer. To remain the same. To keep hoping. To keep
waiting. She’s had a lot of practice feeling like a second car. A zippy little
cabrio coupe that you can’t even take to Ikea. A fair-weather car that you
ditch as soon as anything goes wrong. She knows the analogy isn’t quite
right. Beloved cars are cared for much better than lovers. She isn’t cynical. But it’s true: language helps her to turn away from everything. From
feelings, especially. Associate to dissociate. Language is a good crutch for
keeping one’s distance, she thinks. As is riding trains, somehow.
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